MONSOON-FLOOD SITUATION UPDATE - PAKISTAN
Province wise situation report
24 AUGUST, 2022

**Damages/Losses**
- **59** Notified Districts
  - 3.1 million people Affected
  - 707,333 Livestock Perished
- **172%** Departures of Rainfall
- **903** Reported Deaths
- **1293** Injured people
- **708** Shelters Damaged

**Immediate Needs**
- CASH
  - Based interventions
- FOOD
  - Based assistance
- LIVESTOCK
  - Fodder/Feed, vaccination
- Crops
  - Seeds, Fertilizers
- Irrigation
  - Rehabilitation of infrastructer

**CASH**
- **23** Notified Districts
- **304,475** Crop Area(acres) Affected
- **500,000** Livestock Perished

**FOOD**
- **23** Notified Districts
- **360,000** Affecte Population
- **708** Animal Shelter Damaged

**LIVESTOCK**
- **23** Notified Districts
- **1.54 million** Crop Area(acres) Affected
- **3,794** Livestock Perished

**Crops**
- **2** Notified Districts
- **2.2 million** Affecte Population
- **02** millions acres

**Irrigation**
- **23** Notified Districts
- **1,54 million** Affecte Population
- **04** Notified Districts
- **178,186** Crop Area(acres) Affected

**Balochistan**
- **202,797** Livestock Perished

**Sindh**
- **418,388** Affecte Population
- **50,000** Crop Area(acres) Affected

**Punjab**
- **04** Notified Districts
- **178,186** Affecte Population
- **00** Crop Area(acres) Affected
- **202,797** Livestock Perished

**Khyber Pakhtunkhwa**
- **09** Notified Districts
- **50,000** Affecte Population
- **742** Livestock Perished

**Immediate Needs**
- CASH
  - Based interventions
- FOOD
  - Based assistance
- LIVESTOCK
  - Fodder/Feed, vaccination
- Crops
  - Seeds, Fertilizers
- Irrigation
  - Rehabilitation of infrastructer

---

**Disclaimer:** The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. Dotted line represents approximately the Line of Control in Jammu and Kashmir agreed upon by India and Pakistan. The final status of Jammu and Kashmir has not yet been agreed upon by the parties.
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Source: NDMA situation report 24th August.Crop losses of Balochistan by PDMA/Agriculture Extension Quetta, PDMA Punjab, PDMA KP and PDMA Sindh.